
OnYourMaps’ EAGLe IoT Car Rental solution really helped in optimizing our 
business towards more cost-efficiency. Now, we localize lost vehicles with 
ease and index damages to our cars on one single interface, simple to use. 
Therefore, we have more transparency and can improve our services for our 
clients. It truly is a solution that deserves attention – it is rare to find such 
a reliable partner with competitive prices on the market.

In real time keep track of 
your vehicle’s entry or exit 
in your different branches 
or provide us with your 
geofences to send you an 
alert if out of boundaries.

Locate and access last
position and history of
vehicles by setting up alerts
to trigger SMS messages in
the event GPS tracker or
battery are disconnected.

Keep track record of
incidents per vehicle thanks
to our easy to use damage
reporting system, and 
share your “picture blog”
to your personnel or with 
your customers.
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Cost effective solution
for real time localization
of your optimized fleet



Your Challenges

REAL-TIME VEHICLE
LOCATION & ALERTS
All vehicles equipped with our 
GPS trackers will be sending their 
location amongst other valuable 
information to our systems, 
allowing to retrieve last position, 
vehicle movement status, history 
and set up alerts such as 
disconnected trackers or out of 
geofence.

IMPROVED CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE
Differentiate yourself from other 
rental companies by offering 
service and digital tools such as 
vehicle current location sent over 
the air to their mobile phone the 
day of vehicle collection or when 
convenient.

BUILT-IN
INCIDENT REPORT
Our robust Eagle platform allows 
you to create and manage 
reports by storing “pictures blog” 
and additional details on our 
cloud system via our simple and 
user friendly interface. The 
reporting system lets you send all 
relevant information to your 
customer or any relevant destina-
tion of your choice in one click. 

APIs ACCESS
Eagle Car rental provides a large 
number of features accessible 
via our RESTful APIs allowing to 
create connectors with your 
current systems such as ERPs 
and close the gap with your new 
location based needs seamlessly.

Our
Solution

GEOFENCING
Benefiting from our expertise in 
GIS (“Geospatial Information 
Systems”) we offer a reliable 
and robust solution allowing to 
define your geofences on the 
system or to import them if you 
have them in-house to provide a 
seamless experience. With this 
data set-up in Eagle Car rental, 
you will be able to track at all 
time when a vehicle is IN or OUT 
of your branches.

RENT OVERVIEW
No ability to know if a car has been 
returned or collected by a customer 
at any time during the day for a 
given branch due to important size 
and number of branches.
Results in missed opportunity to 
increase rental time for vehicles 
returned earlier by customers.

RECORD LAST POSITION
No simple track record of vehicles’ 
last position and history when 
stolen or lost allowing for 
efficient recovery, but instead 
resulting in avoidable costs to 
rental companies.

DIFFERENTIATOR
Competitive market with independ-
ent companies entering into the 
market with new ideas and 
advanced technologies, requiring 
traditional rental companies to 
differentiate themselves with innova-
tive and useful features enhancing 
customer journey.
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OnYourMap SA
Avenue d’Ouchy 4
1006 Lausanne
+41 21 311 01 31
team@onyourmap.com
www.onyourmap.com

20 years experience in geolocation services
and IoT technologies development –
The benefit of two technologies at the service
of your business.

Tag it, monitor it


